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DETERMINATION OF THE COMPOSITION AND STRUC-
TURAL STATE OF PLAGIOCLASE WITH THE FIVE-AXIS

UNIVERSAL STAGE1

DoN.qrl C. Nonr.n, LI . S. Geological Suney, Denaer, Colorado.

Ansrne,cr

Anorthite content and structural state of plagioclase may be determined rapidly on

the five-axis universal stage. Angles betu'een optical and crystallographic directions are

measured directly on the universal stage and are plotted on rectangular determinative

graphs. Stereographic plotting, normally required in using both the Fedorow method and

the standard five-axis method, is eliminated. The method is particularly useful for

routine compositional determination of plagioclase from volcanic, hypabyssal, and epi-

zonal znd mesozonal plutonic environments, in which marked variation in shape and

orientation of the indicatrix with structural state render extinction angle techniques in-

accurate, and optical determination of structurai state.
Determinative charts and procedures for resolving ambiguities are given.

INrnonucrroN

This paper describes a rapid and accurate method of determining the
composition and structural state of plagioclase on the five-axis universal
stage. The relatively simple sequence of universal-stage manipuiations
here outl ined is adequate for routine work in the great majority of cases.
The adaptation of rectangular determinative charts to the five-axis
method increase$ both speed and accuracy.

The five-axis-universai stage provides three horizontal and two vertical

axes of rotation in addition to the microscope axis. The reader is referred

to Emmons (1929,1943) for a detailed description of the instrument. The

following modification of Berek's (1924) nomenclature of axes is used in

this paper.
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The procedure here described is based on (a) the angles separating the
principal axes X and Y and I(010), the twin axis of the albite twin law
(Fig. 1), (b) the angle between X and I(001), and (c) 2V. Measurement

of the orientation of the indicatrix with respect to I(010) is probably
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the most commonly used method of determining the composition and
structural state of plagioclase (Kiihler, 1942a; 1942b; Marfunin, 1960;
Slemmons, I962a; 1962b; Uruno, 1963). The angle separating X and
I(001), when plotted versus the angle Y to f (010) (Fig. 2), is also very
useful for determining composition and structural state, particularly of
albite and oligoclase. For the more sodic compositions, 2V (Fig. 3) is a
sensitive indicator of structural state.

Mn.q.sunpnBNT PRocEDURE

Bv the procedure here described, the angles separating optical and
crystallographic directions are measured directly on the universal stage
and plotted on rectangular determinative graphs. No stereographic
manipulations are required.

Orientati,on oJ the indicatrir. 'lhe optical indicatrix of the twinned sub-
individual or cleaved grain is oriented b1' the standard five-axis proce-
dure (Emmons and Gates, 1939; Emmons, 1943). The procedure here
described requires that the indicatrix be oriented with either (a) Y
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Frc. 1. Plot of X to l(010) versus
(solid line) plagioclase. Composition,

Y to I(010) for plutonic (dashed line) and volcanic
from Ano to An1ss, is indicated by the numbers 0 to 10.
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COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURAL STATE OF PLAGIOCLASE

Frc. 2. Plot of X to -l(001) versus Y to I(010) for plutonic (dashed line) and volcanic
(solid line) plagioclase. Composition, from Ano to An1es, is indicated by the numbers 0 to 10.

parallel to Az and X parallel to Aa or (b) X parallel to A2 and Y parallel
to A3. Because both X and Y lie at a relatively low angle to (010) in all
but the most calcic plagioclases (Fig. 4), one of the two orientations will
result if a grain having (010) at a high angle to the plane of the thin sec-
tion is selected. If the angle X to J-(001) is to be measured, the indicatrix
must be in orientation (a). As may be seen from Fig.4, this orientation
will result in most cases if a grain is chosen in which both (001) and (010)
are at a moderately high angle to the plane of the thin section.

As grains having composition or cleavage planes at a high angle to the
plane of the thin section are the most easily and accurately measured by
three-axis techniques, there are few grains accessible to three-axis tech-
niques that cannot be studied by five-axis methods.
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Measwrement oJ the angle X tu I(001). To measure the angle between X
and I(001), a (001) cleavage or composition plane is made vertical
(parallel to A6) and parallel to Aa by rotation about Ar and Aa (Fig. 5).
As X is vertical when the Aa scale is set at zero, the amount of rotation
about A+ required to orient (001) is equal to the complement of the
angle X to I(001).

Measurement oJ 2V. The optic angle can be measured directly if Y is
parallel to ̂ A2. By rotation about A3, Y is placed parailel to Aa and is then
placed in the 45o position with respect to the nicols by rotation about Ar.
One, and preferably both, optic axes are then made vertical by rotation
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Frc. 3. Plot of 2V* for plutonic (dashed line) and heated plutonic (solid line) plagioclase

of sodic and intermediate composition. Data for plutonic plagioclase from Smith (1960);

for heated piagioclase from Smith (1958).
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Frc. 4. Equal-area plot of the orientations of X (circles) and Y (crosses) Ior plutonic (dashed

line) and volcanic (solid line) plagioclase of composition Ano to Anso.

Frc. 5. Equal-area plot of the position of the indicatrix of plutonic albite Ano (a) before
and (b) after a(001) has been made normal to Ar and As by rotation about A3 and Ar.
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about Aa, and V* is read directll' on the Aa scale. Accuracy is increased if
measurements are made in both 45 degree positions and averaged
(Fairbairn and Podolsky, 1951).

If Y is vertical (parallel to 46) the indirect Berek-Dodge method
(Berek, 1923;1924; Dodge, 1934) must be used. The principal axes X and
Z are both placed 45 degrees from Aa by rotation about Aa. By rotation
in either direction about Aa, Y is inclined 50, 60, 70, or 75 degrees from
As. The extinction angle from X' to Ar is then measured and.2V and sign
are determined using Fig. 6.

Although the sensitivity of the extinction-angle reading increases with
increased separation of Y and A5, the magnitude of the errors introduced
both by differences in the index of refraction of the crystal and the uni-
versal stage hemispheres and by strain in the hemispheres (Vogel, 1964a)
increases rapidly with increase in the angle between .{1 and As. For this
reason, rotation about A+ should normally be limited to 50 or 60 degrees.
If hemispheres with an index of refraction of approximately 1.554 are
used, rotation corrections may be ignored for all but the most sodic and
calcic plagioclases.

1 5  2 0  2 5
(75)  (70)  (65)

Fro. 6. Chart for determining 2V by means of the Berek-Dodge method rvhen X and Z are
both normal to Aa and 45 degrees from Aq.

3 0  3 5  4 0  , R
(60) (55) (50) !J
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D,irect determi.nation of l.he orientation of the ind,icatrin with respecl lo

L(010). The orientation of the indicatrix with respect to I(010) mav be

determined directly on the universal stage in one operation requiring no

intermediate graphical construction.2
By rotation about Az and A3, I(010) is placed parallel to Aa (Fig' 7) by

the standard five-axis procedure. As X or Y remains parallel to 42 dr"rring

Frc. 7. Equal-areaplot of the positi,on.of the indicatrix of volcanic labradorite (a) before

and (b) after I(010) has l*en made parallel to Aa by rotation about Az and Ar.

the orientation of I(s10), the angles between the principal axis parallel

to Az and I(010) calr be read directly on the Aa scale.

Rotation about Az is necessary to place I(010) parallel to Aa' If the

angle Y to I(O10) is measured directly on the ,A.3 scale, the amount of

.oLtio.r is termed laA2 *; if X to I(010) is measured directly, the

amount of rotation is termed I ae, I 
"' 

The magnitude of I aA2 | * and

iaArl" depeads solely on the angles X to I(010) and Y to l(010)' The

relations are given by the equations:3

cos X /\ I (01U) : sin Y /\ I (010)'sin I AA, l- (1)

c o s Y I I ( 0 1 0 ) : s i n X [ 1 ( o t o l ' s i n l l A r l "  Q )

'fhe relation for I AArA* is shown stereographically on Fig' 7; an

, Zavaritsky (1942, lg43) has described a somewhat similar method of directly de-

termining the orientationof the indicatrix withrespect to I(010) or I(001). Hismethod

utilizes Ar and Ar to orient the crystallographic direction. This is not as accurate as the

use of the axes A: and As, because the grain cannot be rotated about Aa during the orienta-

tion of the crystallographic direction.
3 The angle Z to I(010) may also be calculated using the equations:

cosZ l1I(010) :  s in Y A 1(010) 'cos laAzl*
'  c o s Z n  r ( 0 1 0 )  : s i n X A  l ( 0 1 0 ) ' c o s  l A A z l v
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analogous relation holds for
practical purposes, equal to
I(010). I 'rom Ana6 to An166
the complement, exceeding it
Anso-roo.

DONALD C NOBLE

lAA,  1" .  From An6 to Ana6 laAr i  is ,  for  a l l
the complement of X to l(010) or y to
lAA2 l becomes progressively greater than
by approximately 20 per cent in the ranqe

tangular coordinate method of Turner (1947).
Alternatively, the angles X to J_(010) and y to I(010) may be com_

puted quickly on a siide rule equipped with a sine scale.

DprnnurxarroN oF ColrposrrroN elro Srnucrunar Srere

40"

7 0

Fro.8. Plot of llerlx versus Y to J-(010) for plutonic (dashed line) and volcanic (solid
line) plagioclase. composition, from An6 to An166, is indicated by the numbers 0 to 10.
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Frc.9. Plot of X to I(010) versus laArl u fo. plutonic (dashed line) and volcanic (solid

line) plagioclase. Composition, from'An6 to Anroo, is indicated by the numbers 0 to 10'

clases. If the data fall on either the plutonic curve or the volcanic curve'

interpolation is made between the points which represent 10 per cent

increments of An content. If the point falls between, or slightly outside of

the curves, composition is determined by constructing a straight line

through the point that intersects both the plutonic and volcanic curves

at the same An value.
Structural state is determined by the degree to which the plotted data

approach the plutonic or volcanic curves. The position of I(010) with

respe.t to the inclicatrix is probably the most sensitive of all optical

indicators of structural state for plagioclase which is more calcic than

approximately An36; for the more sodic compositions 2V (Fig' 3) is most

sensitive. The plot of X to I(001) versus Y to I(010) (Fig' 2) is a sensi-

tive indicator of structural state for albites. Although most plagioclases

will plot near either the plutonic curve or the volcanic curve, plagioclases

having intermediate optlc orientations are not uncommon (Muir, 1955)'

As the optics of plagioclase from a single rock often show some scatter

normal to the curves, several grains must be measured to obtain a reliable

estimate of the average structural state of the plagioclase in a rock.

For sodic plagioclase, the composition indicated by a given value of Y

to I(010) is greatly affected by small errors in X to I(010) ' If the value

9
o
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of structural state determined from the orientation of the indicatrix dis-
agrees with the value determined by the more sensitive 2v measurement,
the value of structural state reflected by the optic angle should be taken
into account in estimating composition.

The plutonic and volcanic curves on Figs. 1,2,4, g, and 9 are average
curves constructed from data obtained from analyzed feldspars from
plutonic and volcanic environments. The data are from slemmons
(1962a, Table 3).a

More precise data on the optical orientation of plagioclase continually.
become available (Carmichael ,1960; Gay and Nfiir, lOeZ; Uruno, 1963;
Burri el al.,1962; Vogel, 1964b). The worker is urged to construct deter-
minative curves from the best data that are available.

Rnsorvruc AMsrcurrres

The ambiguities inherent in the use of X to I(010), y to l(010),
and X to r(001) as determinative parameters may in most cases be re-
solved during the course of measurement if (001) can be made vertical bv
rotat ion about  Aa.

rn most instances the position of y with respect to (010) and (001)
shows immediately on which side of the ordinate X to r(001):90"
(Fig. 2) the measured value of X to I(001) is to be plorted.

rn sodic plagioclase X is very-close to (010), equivalent to the ordinate
lAAr l* :g on Fig.8.  The s ide of  th is  l ine on which lAAzl*  is  to  be
plotted may be determined by qualitatively noting the relationship of X
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to (010) and (001) (Fig. a). The position of X relative to (010) and (001)

is obtained from the sense of the rotations about Ar and Aa made to

place (010) and (001), respectively, vertical. For albite, sodic oligoclase,

and for calcic oligoclase and sodic andesine having Y to I(010) greater

than approximately  82 degrees,  lAAr l*  p lots  above the l ine IAA' l - :0

if X l ies within the acute angle formed by (010) and (001), and beiow the

line if X l ies within the obtuse angle.

The interference tints in the Carlsbad or albite-Carlsbad twinned sub-

individuals wil l match when I[001]/(010), which l ies 26o from [100], is

below the ordinate if X l ies within the obtuse angle.

DornrrBn Ourr-rNo or MBesunBMENT PRocEDURE

In the following section the measurement procedure is outlined sequen-

tially. A knowledge of basic universal stage procedure (Hatr, 1942;

Wahlstrom, 1960) is assumed.

Oriental'ion oJ indicatritc.

(1-A) Select a grain with (010) at an angle of more than 600, and with (001) preferably

at an angle of more than 50", to the plane of the thin section'

(1-B) Lock Az exactly parallel to Aa.

(1-C) Place the principal axis lying nearest to (010) in one twin individual exactly

parallel to A2 by rotalion about Ar and A""". This principal axis will be either X- or Y. It is

not necessary to orient the principal axes in one of the albite-twinned individuals that will

be used to orient f(010). Rathei, one subindividual related to these units by a twin law

having (010) as the composition plane may be used.

(1-D) Lock Ar and A""* having Y or X parallel to A:; unlock A3 and rotate 90o about

Ar to the zero positionl lock As.

(1-E) Place Z parallel to Ar by rotating about Ae; lock Au' Record the reading on the

A: scale.
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Measurement of X to L(01O)

The angle x to r (010) may be measured if y and Z have been made parallel to A: and
Aa, respectively.

(2) Place a (001) cleavage or composition plane parallel to Aa and A5 by rotation about
A: and A+. Record the reading on the Aa scale, r,hich is 90o--X to _L (001).

Measurement oJ 2V

If Y has been made parallel to Az in the orientation procedure, 2V is measured directly.
(3-A) Unlock A3 and place A, parallel to Aa by rotation about A3; lock A:.
(3-B) Having A5 in the 45o position, make one, or if possible, both optic axes vertical

by rotation about Aa. since X is vertical when Aa is set at zero, v* is equal to the amount of
rotation about Ar required to reach the optic axis. Repeat in other 45o position and
average values obtained.

rf Y has been made parallel to 43, 2v is determined indirectly by the Berek-Dodge
method.

(4-A) Unlock A3 and place XandZ 45 degrees from Au by rotation about -A3; lock A3
(4-B) Place Y 50, 60, 70, or 75 degrees from ,\ by rotation in either sense about Aa;

lock Aa.
(4 C) Measure the extinction angle from X, to Aa; determine 2V and sign using Fig. 6.

Measurement oJ X to L(Ol}) and. y to I(010).

(5-A) Unlock A3; place 1(010) parallel to A4 by rotation about Az and A3.b
(5-B) Read the angle separating .A2 and Aa, which is either y to I (010) or X to _L (010),

directly on. the scale of the A3 axis. Record the reading on the scale of the Az axis. The
parameter I aA, I l. the absolute value o{ the difierence between this readins and the read_
ing recorded in step (1-E).

Re s ol,tin g ambi gui tie s .

(6-A) Make (001) vertical by rotation about A+ and qualitatively note the position of
Y rvith respect to (010) and (001).

(6-8) For sodic plagioclases qualitatively note the position of X with respect to (010)
and (001) from the sense of rotation about A2 and Aa required to make (010) and (001),
respectively, vertical.

(6-c) If necessary, qualitatively determine the position of X with respect to [100] and
_L [001]/(010).

AppucatroNS, ADVANTAGES, PRECrsroN AND Accunecv

The procedure here described is particularl l '  useful for routine deter-
mination of composition and for determination of structural state.

Extinction angle techniques (Rittmann, 1929; Bordet, 1963), which
give a single parameter bv which to estimate composition, are not accu-
rate for determining the composition of piagioclase from volcanic,

5 Either a (010) cieavage or a (010) composition plane may be used Because they are
more regular, the composition planes of albite twins are preferable to those of Carlsbad or
albite-carlsbad twins. The normal to (010) may also be oriented by adjusting the crystal
until the interference tints in adjacent albite-twinned subindividuals match exactly
throughout a wide rotation about A+. Comparison should be made in both the zero and
45o positions; the insertion of a first-order red compensator sometimes increases the sensi-
tivity in the 45'position. This method of orientation is very urecise.
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hypabyssal, and. epizonal and mesozonal plutonic rocks; the structural

state of the plagioclaSe cannot be accurately inferred from the presumed

cooling history of the rock. Errors of as much as 13 per cent anorthite

ma-v result, for ei<ample, by applying extinction angles measured on

volcanic plagioclase in the zone I(010) to curves prepared for plutonic

plagioclase.
The angles measured in the procedure here described, X to I(010), Y

to I(010), X to I(001), and 2Y are those most useful in determining

the composition and structural state of plagioclase. If the position of

I[001]/(010) is determined quantitatively, these four angles completely

determine the optical orientation of the plagioclase. Little additional

data useful in determining composition or structural state would be ob-

tained by a more complete study.
The main advantage of the method here described over other universal

stage methods is its speed. It is approximately twice as fast as the classic

Fedorow method as modified by Turner Q9a7 ; Slemmons, 1962a), and

because stereographic plotting is eliminated, it is somewhat faster that

the five-axis method as described by Emmons. In addition, the use of

rectangular graphs greatly faciiitates the recording and presentation of

orientation data (cf . Vogel, 1964b, Fig. 10). In the five-axis method the

orientation of the indicatrix is not double-checked by plotting. This dis-

advantage is offset, at least in part, b)' the elimination of plotting errors'

The five-axis universal stage is best adapted to measuring the angles

between the normals to (010) and (001) and the principal axes of the

indicatrix. Because plotting errors are eliminated, these angles can be

determined more accurately by the five-axis method than by three-axis

methods in which the crystallographic directions are located by direct

measurement.6 Where both sets of twinned lamellae are properly ori-

ented and sufficiently wide to be accurately measured, the Fedorow pro-

cedure, in conjunction with carefui plotting on an accurate net, is poten-

tially slightly more accurate.
The angles separating the axes of complex and parallel twins from the

principal axes of the indicatrix cannot be measured directly on the five-

axis stage; a rather complex sequence of measurement and stereographic

6 Doubt has been cast both on the usefulness of the optical orientation of plagioclase

as a petrologic tool and, in the minds of some workers, on the accuracy of the five-axis

method of indicatrix orientation by the abnormally large scatter of the data obtained by

workers using the method (Crump and Ketner, 1953; Emmons et atr., 1960). This scatter,

however, appears to be in large part the result of using grain mounts prepared {rom rather

fine-grained material (vogel, 1963) The present writer has found the five-axis method

surprisingly precise. Even in routine work on material of only moderate quality, the

scatter of points obtained from measuring 10 or so grains in a thin section of either vol-

canic or deep-seated plutonic rock is in most cases less than 2o measured normal to the

mi$ation curves.
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plotting is required. Moreover, the method by which a paraller or com-
plex twin axis is oriented on the five-axis stage (Emmons and Gates,
1939; Emmons, 1943) is probably relatively inaccurate. For these rea-
sons, the classic Fedorow method (Nikit in, 1936;IJatr,1942; Slemmons,
1962a) is preferred for measuring the Kcihler angles of comprex and
parallel twins.

The location of the composition points on the prutonic curves in Figs.

at best are probably accurate to onlv * 5 per cent An.
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